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A. Legal bases for liability

Potential liability of a foreign supplier as

• direct infringer § 9 German Patent Act)
= supply of the infringing product itself

• indirect infringer (§ 10 German Patent Act)

= supply of means relating to an essential element
of the invention („essential means“)



B. Direct infringement
I. § 9 German Patent Act

Direct infringement requires an infringing action 
according to § 9 German Patent Act in Germany, e.g.

• “offering”
- sufficient: either the sender or the receiving location of the 

offer is on German territory 
- example: internet offers; trade fairs in Germany

• “putting on the market”
- sufficient: supply from abroad to German territory or from 

German territory abroad
- not suffcient: mere transit (≠ import and immediately 

following export)



B. Direct infringement
II. FCJ, IIC 2003, 432 - Funkuhr I

1. Facts
• patent in suit: German patent directed at radio clock
• defendant (D)
- had his seat, i.e. the place where the management is conducted, abroad
- supplied infringing radio clock to (H)
• (H) forwarded the radio clock into Germany

• i.e. (D) does not conduct own infringing act in Germany



B. Direct infringement
II. FCJ, IIC 2003, 432 - Funkuhr I

2. Decision

• Direct infringement (+) due to attribution of acts of (H) to (D)

• Requirement: supplier of infringing products handed over 
outside the German territory knows
- the patent 
- the country of destination

• Irrelevant is inter alia

- whether there is a cooperation between the supplier and the third party
realizing the infringement in Germany or not (because of knowledge)

- whether the infringing product is directly sold to a German purchaser: 
also a direct infringement of the foreign supplier that supplies the infringing
product to a foreign purchaser that then imports the products to Germany 
for the purpose of resale.
(Regional Court Düsseldorf, 28 October 2003, case 4a O 311/01; 18 November 2003, case 4a O 395/02, recital 62 - cited by 
Higher Regional Court Düsseldorf, 20 August 2009, case I-2 U 6/04, 2 U 6/04, recital 89)



B. Direct infringement
III. FCJ, GRUR 2017, 785 - Abdichtsystem

FCJ GRUR 2017, 785 - Abdichtsystem: 

• extension of liability to negligence (positive knowledge not necessary
anymore)

• Requirement: obligation not to promote third party infringement: if sufficient
indications of infringement

• Not sufficient:

- general possibility that products are supplied to Germany
- general knowledge that recipient has principle business relationships with Germany or 

has in the past delivered similar products to Germany

• Necessary: Specific indications of infringement in Germany, e.g.

- Knowledge (see above)
- Large quantities ordered
- Obvious correlation between order and action on DE market

Þ Strategy:

letter to foreign supplier informing him about patent, infringement and delivery
routes of recipient: creates knowledge



C. Indirect infringement
I. § 10 German Patent Act

§ 10 German Patent Act

“A patent shall have the further effect that any third party not
having the consent of the patentee shall be prohibited from
offering or supplying within the territory to which this Act applies
to any other persons, other than such persons authorized to use
the patented invention, means relating to an essential element of
said invention for use of the invention within the territory to which
this Act applies, if said third party knows or it is obvious from the
circumstances that such means are suitable and intended for use
of the invention.“



C. Indirect infringement
I. § 10 German Patent Act

Requirements:

(1) offering or supplying
(2) means relating to an essential element of the invention
(3) objective suitability for use of the invention
(4) no authorization of the purchaser
(5) intention of the purchaser to use the patent
(6) supplier knows or it is obvious from the circumstances that

such means are suitable and intended for use of the invention
(7) double domestic nexus (German: "doppelter Inlandsbezug": 

"within the territory to which this Act applies"): Both the
offering and the supply as well as the (intended) use of the
invention have to be conducted in Germany.



C. Indirect infringement
II. FCJ IIC 2007, 607 – Funkuhr II

1. Facts
• patent in suit: display position detection device for a clock
• (D) produced wheel work mechanisms for radio clocks in Germany

which qualified as „essential means“ under § 10 German Patent Act
• (D) supplied the wheel work mechanisms to (H) seated abroad
• (H) manufactured directly infringing radio clocks and supplied them to (K) in 

Germany



C. Indirect infringement
II. FCJ IIC 2007, 607 – Funkuhr II

2. Decision

• Indirect infringement: (+): double domestic nexus (see above):

1.offering or supply within the German territory
- The supply from Germany to a foreign state (or the other way round) is a 

supply within the German territory as it is partially conducted in Germany.
- irrelevant: if the essential means are sold to a distributor in Germany that itself 

does not use it for the invention but resells them to an end buyer that finally 
uses them for the invention (Higher Regional Court Düsseldorf, 5 May 2011, 
case 2 U 9/10)

2.for use of the invention within the German territory
- The supplier has to know / it has to be obvious that the products will be used

in Germany for the invention.



C. Indirect infringement
III. Regional Court Mannheim, 
25 June 2004, docket no. 7 O 412/03 
– Luftdruck-Kontrollvorrichtung

Indirect infringement by the supplier that hands over the essential 
means outside the German territory?

1. Facts: 

• Defendant (D) manufactured measurement and broadcast devices ("essential 
means") in France and delivered them to another company (H) in France 

• (D) knew that the latter company (H) used these devices to manufacture tire 
pressure control systems that made use of the teaching of the patent in suit 
("infringing device"). 

• (D) also knew that (H) delivered cars including these tire pressure control 
systems into Germany

(for better comparability of scenarios below we use the same symbols for "essential means" and "infringing device" as used in
the radio clock cases even though no radio clocks were concerned).



C. Indirect infringement
III. Regional Court Mannheim, 
25 June 2004, docket no. 7 O 412/03 
– Luftdruck-Kontrollvorrichtung

2. Decision:
• No supply within German territory as required by § 10 German 

Patent Act. 
• Otherwise the requirement of a "double domestic nexus" would be 

given up which would lead to a far too broad understanding of § 10 
German Patent Act, because any delivery of means to foreign 
recipient abroad would be infringing. 

But
• Decision was not tested on appeal (no appeal filed) 
• Higher Regional Court Düsseldorf, November 5, 2011 docket no.  I-2 

U 9/10 – elektrische Klammermaschine): mentioning Mannheim 
decision but left question explicitly open

• There may be arguments to come to support necessary domestic 
nexus a different conclusion, e.g. by legally attributing the delivery 
into Germany by (H) to (D)?

Þ see next slide 



C. Indirect infringement
IV. FSC, GRUR 2015, 467 –
Audiosignalcodierung

1. Facts:
• Subject of the dispute was a method claim covering the transmission of 

digitized, block coded audio according to the MPEG-2 standard. 

• The claim was asserted to be infringed indirectly by the supply of devices - in 
particular TV sets - implementing the MPEG-2 standard. 

• Defendant (D) manufactured the devices in China and - inter alia - delivered 
them to another company in China (H) which in turn supplied these devices 
into Germany. 

• The patented method as such was performed by end users in Germany, i.e. 
the "direct infringement" of the asserted claim occurred in Germany.



C. Indirect infringement
IV. FSC, GRUR 2015, 467 –
Audiosignalcodierung

2. Decision: 
Indirect infringement: (+)
• Principles of Funkuhr I also apply to indirect infringement, i.e. delivery of a 

protected device to a German recipient by (H) (= indirect infringement) may 
be legally attributed to (D) 

• "double domestic nexus„: sufficient that the indirect infringer supplies the 
essential means to a third party outside the German territory if the indirect 
infringer knows that the essential means will be shipped to Germany. 

• No explicit mentioning that this only applies to method claim
• Open if extension of liability to negligence (as applied re direct 

infringement; see FSC „ Abdichtvorrichtung“) could be applied



D. Summary -
Various fact constellations

Luftdruck-Kontrollvorrichtung:
-> liabilty of D: direct infringement (-); indirect infringement (-)

Audiosignalcodierung (method claim)
-> liabilty of D: direct infringement (-); indirect infringement (+)

Funkuhr I
-> liabilty of D: direct infringement (+)

Funkuhr II:
-> liabilty of D: direct infringement (-); indirect infringement (+)
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